
HOPSTAR® Dry
Plug-and-play dry hopping skid



Dry hopping is an ongoing practice in the brewing industry 

that’s often associated with high beer losses and low extraction 

efficiencies of hop aroma in the cylindroconical tank (CCT). 

With the improved HOPSTAR® Dry, GEA offers a next-

generation dry hopping technology to improve both the quality 

and productivity of the process. Extraction efficiencies and raw 

material demand can be decreased by 30–50 % compared with 

static processes. In addition, hop solids are retained inside the 

unit by sedimentation, which reduces beer losses to a minimum. 

Fully automated plug and play unit 

The GEA HOPSTAR® Dry is a fully automated plug-and-play unit 

that can easily be integrated into existing cellars and connected 

to CCTs. The premounted and prewired unit has a standard  

DN 40 skid for the valves and pumps and can be combined with 

hop extraction vessel in the size 20 hl - 90 hl designed for hop 

loads up to 750 kg per batch. Larger batch sizes can be realized 

upon request. The unit is accomplished by an additional self-

cleaning filter and a GEA liquid jet mixer in the connected CCTs. 

The skid has a standalone unit control and interfaces for signal 

exchange with the periphery. 

 

Dynamic process increases hop oil extraction efficiency 

After hops are manually loaded into the extraction vessel, the 

fully automatic process begins with a CO
2
 purge to prevent 

oxygen ingress. Then, once the extraction vessel is filled with 

beer, a customized jet stream mixer fragments the hop pellets 

and suspends the particles efficiently. The jet mixer is designed 

to prevent shear forces adversely affecting the beer. The process 

can be run in parallel during the beer maturation phase. The hop 

oils are subsequently eluted by the dynamic mixing. The aroma-

enriched batch is then sedimented and transferred into the 

CCT and replaced by a fresh batch from the CCT. The dynamic 

extraction can be repeated in a number of cycles according to 

the customer’s needs.

A plug-and-play dry hopping skid for breweries wishing to 

optimize their processes and produce individual beers with a 

unique aroma profile in a more resource-efficient way.

Optimize your extraction 
process and increase your 
yields with the GEA HOPSTAR® 



The transfer velocity of the aroma-enriched beer is significantly 

lower than the sedimentation velocity of the hop particles, 

which keeps the sedimented hop on the sieve bottom during the 

transfer steps, while the liquid phase above the sediment can 

be transferred. Fine hop particles that cannot be sedimented 

are removed by using a specially designed self-cleaning filter 

system with a defined separation limit. After finishing the 

chosen number of transfers, the vessel is emptied and the solids 

suspended in deaerated water or fresh water and discharged. 

This process reduces the beer losses traditionally caused 

during hop separation as per the classic dry hopping process, 

where hops are put in the CCT. In a final process step, the dry 

hopped CCT is homogenized by a jet nozzle to create a fully 

homogenous beer. The total process time is approximately  

24–48 h, depending on the number of transfers and vessel size.

 

Figure 1: Transfer of aroma-enriched beer

The sedimentation step is used to keep most of the solids in 

the HOPSTAR® Dry extractor while transferring the aroma-

enriched beer after the extraction phases.
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Flexible process and highest 
product quality

The classic dry hopping process only offers a limited 

number of parameters to adjust the final product 

characteristics. The HOPSTAR® Dry, by contrast, enables 

soaking, dissolving and sedimentation times to be 

adjusted, as well as extraction cycle parameters, according 

to product characteristics such as hop product, variety or 

desired aroma profile. Although some aroma components 

such as linalool will be extracted during the first cycles, 

other hard to solve aroma components will be extracted in 

later ones.  

The HOPSTAR® Dry can be used with either cones or 

pellets (P90 and P45). Plus, with an additional basket, 

aroma component such as herbs, orange peel or wood 

chips can also be extracted. To ensure the highest quality 

of the dry hopped beer the system is kept under CO2 

atmosphere to avoid oxygen uptake during the dry 

hopping process. 

Easy CIP integration

The hygienically designed HOPSTAR® Dry is fully CIP-

compatible and can be integrated into existing  

clean-in-place cycles. 

HOPSTAR® Dry Process 

Figure 2.1 Suspension with jet stream agitator and 
internal circulation of the pellets

Figure 2.2 Transfer of the aroma enriched beer with a 
transfer velocity < particle sedimentation velocity

Figure 2.3 Emptying of the extraction vessel Figure 2.4 Homogenizing of the dry hopped beer
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